
From: Jul 5 2019
Walter Tuvell, PhD
836 Main St.
Reading, MA 01867
781-475-7254 (c)
walt.tuvell@gmail.com
http://JudicialMisconduct.US

To:
U.S. DOJ OIG Investigations Division
1425 New York Ave., NW, Suite 7100
Washington, D.C. 20530

Subject:
Reply To Jun 14 OIG Letter

REPLY TO OIG LETTER

This letter is in response to your letter to me, dated Jun 14.1

Your Jun 14 letter responds falsely to my letter of May 15 

(which was merely/  passively   “FYI”). And, you have failed/refused to 

respond to the subsequent stream of letters (May 22 – Jun 21, Cer-

tified U.S. Mail),2 which is what’s been seriously/  actively   directed 

to your attention. Two weeks have now elapsed since that stream; 

you owe me a response to that stream. To wit:

(i) Your Jun 14 letter promises that you “investigate allegations 

of misconduct by employees of DOJ.” In the aforementioned stream, I 

have lodged allegations/complaints of misconduct against Andrew 

Lelling. You need to investigate that. Why, in particular, has Lelling 

1・ As you know, everything I write about is documented fully at https://  Judicial  
Misconduct.  US/  Case  Studies/  WETv  IBM  . You are assumed to be familiar with 
that website. In particular, your Jun 14 letter is available there, at https://  Judicial  
Misconduct.  US/  sites/  default/  files/  2019-  07/  OIGLetter.  pdf  .

2・ All available on my website (cf. ƒ1 supra), those subsequent letters (some from 
me, some from Andrew Lelling) are dated May 22 and Jun 5,8,13,21.
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falsely “advised” me to pursue private Civil Action against federal 

judges on criminal charges (Obstruction of Justice via Falsification of 

Facts, Cover-Up), knowing full-well that is absurd/impossible?

(ii) Furthermore, I am now, with this instant letter, lodging 

allegations/complaints of misconduct against FBI and PIN — the ba-

sis being that those agencies have falsely refused to respond to my 

complaints directed to their attention in the aforementioned stream. 

You need to investigate that. (You should have proactively done this.)

(iii) Finally, I am now, with this instant letter, lodging allega-

tions/complaints of misconduct against you, OIG, itself — the basis 

being that you’ve been falsely pretending that you haven’t “ob-

served” that the aforementioned stream represents complaints under 

your jurisdiction. You need to investigate that.

CONCLUSION

I keep repeating this, and you (all sworn/“trusted” government 

agencies/authorities) keep ignoring it: if anyone really wants to 

“solve” this case once-and-for-all (absent taking serious action on my 

complaints), he/she can do very easily, merely by concisely explaining 

— truthfully — why my Complaint of judges’ criminality lacks merit. If

I’m wrong: simply state/prove why! Stop stonewalling/gaslight-

ing/doubletalking/obfuscating/covering-up/lying‼

VERIFICATION; SIGNATURE

Signed under the pains and penalties of perjury:

Walter Tuvell
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